Sky-scattered solar radiation based plume transmissivity measurement to quantify soot emissions from flares.
For gas flares typical of the upstream energy industry and similar point sources, most current methods for characterizing soot emissions are based on plume opacity rather than a quantitative measure of mass flux. The absence of more quantitative approaches is indicative of the inherent complexity of soot and the difficulties in characterizing emissions in an unbounded plume. A new experimental approach has been developed for the investigation of soot emissions in industrial plumes. Referred to as sky-LOSA, the diagnostic permits evaluation of 2D spatially resolved monochromatic sky-light transmissivity data over the width of a plume, where sky-light intensities behind the plume are obtained via an interpolation algorithm. By using Rayleigh-Debye-Gans Fractal Aggregate theory to relate transmissivity data to soot concentrations, and with knowledge of the velocity of the plume, it is possible to quantify mass flow rates of soot in a plume. Experiments on an unconfined lab-scale soot plume were used to support a detailed uncertainty analysis under a wide range of conditions and to estimate sensitivity limits of the technique. Results suggest field measurements of soot emission from flare plumes should be possible with overall uncertainties of less than 32%. This represents a significant advancement over existing techniques based on opacity measurements.